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a new adventure into the world of charles aznavour, a new compilation of his most famous songs and a new tour! the author gathers the most
popular hits of the french singer in a box, including: je m' voyais deja, sur ma vie, jezebel, liberte, plus heureux que moi, t'en va pas, maman,..in

addition, it includes, for the first time on cd, the songs that have remained unsung for years: laissez nous faire la vie, la mamma, and a new single, a
l'olympia. this is your opportunity to discover the work and the career of this french star. a tribute to charles aznavour! 2cd, appr. running time 120

min. avenue montaigne is miles away from the paris of sartre and de beauvoir. all the main characters problems are solved by embracing art for arts
sake, but were left with a bunch of happy people in cafs, listening to charles aznavour. love and art become meaningless words in this airy film. the

best track on this album is “la lnfidesssi sioua” (from “l'ile d' l'honeur”) which was composed in the mid 1950's. the title is the name of a small island
in the northern part of the french atlantic coast where charles aznavour and his wife jeanne lived in the late 1950's. it has some resemblance to the
theme of the film “viens t’encore ici” (come again here) which was released in 2008. “la lnfidesssi sioua” is a typical aznavour ballad which has been
one of his most famous songs. the other songs present a variety of aznavour's musical styles, from the tender ballad “jeannette” to the rhythmical

pop tune “pou la lompe” (for the hand). “l'oiseau de bois” (the bird of wood) is a traditional song that charles aznavour sang in his youth, and for this
reason the song is one of the most memorable on the cd. his wife jeanne sings on the chorus of the song.
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the first cd of the compilation gathers the first four albums of the artist. aznavour's debut album, "charles aznavour" (1957) is the only album that
was never republished (the first cd that was issued was a bootleg of the album). it was released on a different format - the first sleeve was in pink
and red; the second was in grey and blue; the third was in pink and blue; and the fourth was in grey and blue. all were re-released with the same

design in the 1970s. this is the first time that the "charles aznavour" album is reissued. in these first four albums, aznavour sings in the french
language, as his first name is charles. a first compilation of aznavour's first four albums. the second cd gathers the next five albums of the artist. the

first album of the 1980s was "les mots et les paroles" (1981) also published in a bootleg version. the second album of the 1980s, "trop de rien"
(1983), was the first time that aznavour had a cd of his songs on a french label. the compilation of the first three albums of the 1980s was released in
1989 on a cd-rom in france. the compilation of the first three albums of the 1980s, "trop de rien", "les mots et les paroles" and "charles aznavour" is
the second compilation of the artist. charles aznavour has toured over the world, appeared in many movies, and recorded over forty albums! he also
wrote many songs and composed music for over twenty films and musicals. this cd collection and chartings will give you a complete overview of the
whole career of the famous french singing-acteur. in the 80 years he's been active he has done over 40 albums, he appeared in over 80 films, and he

performed in all continents. this collection offers you a unique overview of the whole career of this one of a kind artist. 5ec8ef588b
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